
Customising the Customiser
The Power of the Smartlink



Introducing the World’s Most Flexible Customiser

It seems odd in a marketplace that is all about letting customers create their own unique products that 
many customisation tools look the same 

So we have made it our mission to make every single customiser unique. The following pages give an 
overview of the off the shelf options available within our Product Personalisation Apps

Everything is driven by a dynamic URL that we call a Smartlink



Image Style 

The starting point of the process is the product 
visual - what we call the “P” variable in the 
smartlink

You can use a photo of the actual product, a line 
drawing, a lifestyle shot or even a zoomed in area 

You can use our customiser for any type of mass 
customised product - main options are below

● Blank Customisable, 
● Personalised Predesign
● Print on Demand with Options
● Saved or Previous Order



Backgrounds

Products can also have image backgrounds that 
can either be 

● Included as part of the base image
● Uploaded separately - more flexible and 

looks great on 3D

These are used for 

● Lifestyle shots
● Contextual backgrounds - so can be changed 

for different sales channels
● Watermarking the image with your brand 

(useful when being used on other sites)



Product Views 

For a more complex product you need more 
options to display multiple areas or views. In 
the smartlink this is the r= variable

● 2D with views
● 2D with thumbnail views
● 2D with lots of views eg calendars
● 2D creation with 3D preview
● 3D only
● Page turning for books



Apps & Layouts

To help get you started we have put 
together 15 Standard layouts for the most 
common requirements  This is what we call 
the “l” variable in the smartlink

These can all then be modified to suit your 
website using CSS or we can even create 
custom layouts too

Visit our Layout Gallery

http://www.productpersonalisationapps.com/standard-layouts.html


Which Tabs?

There are 17 standard tabs and you can 
decide what order you want them to 
appear or if they appear at all - on many 
layouts tabs are also dynamic 

In fact they do not even need to be tabs at 
all 

This configuration is known as the “c” 
variable in the smartlink 



Configurations
As well as tabs each layout has 100s of other 
configuration options  to decide what extra 
functionality it can perform 

These are mainly grouped into the following 
areas

● Add to Cart Options & Pricing
● Display & Advanced Tab Options
● Artwork & Save Options

These are also controlled by the “c” variable 
in the smartlink



Add Your Own CSS 
Now you have selected your functionality you 
might want to focus on appearance 

Each basic layout can be fine tuned to suit 
your website using CSS to change

● Fonts
● Button Styles
● Colours

CSS can either be addedto your smartlink as 
part of the configuration file 
or added as &css=



Language & Locale

We have over 10 languages already 
translated and can add any language you 
want to the database 

You can also have your own language where 
you can change every word in the customiser 
to whatever you want 

This configuration is known as the “lo” locale 
variable in the smartlink



Product Selector
Sometimes part of the customisation 
process involves selecting a different base 
product 

Almost all our layouts enable you to add a 
tab to select a different product 

It is also possible to have multiple categories 
so this option can easily display 100s of 
product types in multiple categories

These are also controlled by the “pc” 
variable in the smartlink



Colour Selection

Each product in Gateway CPP has its only 
colour options, colour areas and colour 
masks

The colour tab will appear automatically in 
your smartlink if you have more than 1 
colour option 

You can also use

● Aspects  to display photos for colours
● Textures



Tab Per Area
A popular configuration option for 
products that have multiple colour or 
images areas is to set each area as a 
separate tab. This is also set by the “c” 
variable in the smartlink  

This is ideal for 

● Products with multiple colour areas
● Products with multiple image choices
● Parts based products 



Galleries
Galleries are very flexible and can be used in 
many different ways

They can be linked on a product to offer set 
image options per area or offered on a 
customiser as a separate tab to be added to any 
area

You can have 100s of options and multiple 
galleries on a single product or even auto load 
the first image in a gallery

Galleries are controlled by the “g” variable in the 
smartlink



Placeholders

Any product can have a unique placeholder 
either in their configuration or loaded as 
part of the smartlink

You can use either &text= or &i= to create a 
virtual product from your base product. This 
means smartlinks are the easy way to create 
1000s of unique products

Placeholders can be either text or images 
(or combinations of both)



Dynamic Designs

Dynamic Designs work in the same way as 
galleries but they allow a fully customisable 
design to be associated with different 
products instead of a fixed image

They are controlled by the “dd” variable in 
the smartlink

The &ddp= variable can be used to auto 
upload a product with a dynamic design 
already applied 



Pricing Display
Configuration settings let you decide if 
you want to display product data and 
pricing information in your customiser

The “epa” variable in your smartlink 
dictates where to get the pricing 
information from either your website or 
Gateway CPP

You can use fixed pricing or dynamic 
pricing that changes as you customise a 
product



Fulfilment Company

The fulfilment company is specified by the 
“guid” variable in your smartlink

Fulfilment companies are important 
because they control

● Type of artwork generated
● Delivery of artwork to the correct 

fulfilment partner or instore printer
● Shipping Rules



Open Pre-Configured

The follows rules enable you to load a 
smartlink with these product states 
pre-selected

● Loads with a certain colour selected
● Loads with a specific aspect selected
● Loads with specific view chosen
● Loads with only a certain print 

position available 
● Loads with a specified fill pattern



The Smartlink Analysed
Smartlinks are distributed via Amazon Cloudfront CDN so they have guaranteed reliability and capacity

Here is a simple smartlink
https://g3d-app.com/s/app/acp3/en_GB/default.html#p=1027164&r=2d-canvas

https://g3d-app.com/s/app/{APPNAME}/{LOCALE}/{CONFIGCODE}.html#p={PRODUCTID}&r={RENDERER} 

These are the main variables

APPNAME - which base layout you use
LOCALE - which language you use
CONFIGCODE - all the special settings you can select and save
PRODUCT - the product to display 
RENDERER - how to display the product 


